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Abstract—Data is important and it is part of our everyday lives. But for 

some organization’s it is one of the most important assets as the quality 

of data can have a huge of impact on the functionalities of these 

organizations. Due to this fact, there are multiple efforts and researches 

have gone into the understanding and improvements on the “Data 

Quality” (DQ). The storage of the data in such organization is happening 

in the Cloud, now-a-days. Therefore, the DQ can be a challenging task 

due to the variety of dimensions and diversity of available data in the 

cloud computing environments for the organization’s effective 

functionalities. This study provides a clear review on the current state of 

research in cloud related to quality of data lead towards future direction 

of research 

Keywords— Data Quality, Cloud Computing, Quality Dimensions, 

Machine Learning, Data Quality Assessment, Missing Data, Data 

Transformation 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Data can be considered as information which is translated into the form for processing, and 

the users of it have the ability of storing, retrieving and elaborating through appropriate 

software processes, which later can be communicated via Internet to remote requirements, if 

any.  The impact of the quality considerations on the data in any given organization can be 

short-term like affecting the customer-employee relation or long-term affecting the decision 

making in the organisation. Thus, quality of the available data should be such that it 

promotes further enhancements and growth of the organization in its all dimensions. 

If the data quality cannot be maintained properly (poor data quality), there would be a lots of 

missing opportunities in business as the data being used does not depict the clear picture of 

the situation. In such a scenario, it becomes absolutely necessary to pay attention to the 

quality of data being used for making decisions. Poor DQ can cause various social and 

financial issues. Though companies do make proper attempts for improving DQ with various 

applications and tools, their improvement efforts leads to pivot narrowly on accuracy. When 
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the quality of data is good, it can lead to better decision making along with the added trust of 

customers on the employees and organisations [1]. In addition, in these days, all 

organizations have mechanisms to store and use the data assets in Cloud computing 

environments. Cloud is one of the platforms used to store data in which to improve 

accessibility by reduce costs. Cloud computing represents a shift away from generic 

computing where everything is offered as a service that is delivered over the Internet to 

customers.  This feature adds more complexity in the context of data quality due to the fact 

that the cloud is an out-sourced facility or service as far as the organizations are concerned. 

High quality data has been defined by different authors in different ways. Some people 

define it as the “degree to which a set of characteristics of data fulfil the requirements” or 

data that is “fit for use by its consumers”. The typical characteristics of data that can be used 

to analyse the quality of data are completeness, accuracy, correctness etc., Giving a rough 

idea about data quality without actually going into the depth of analysing is an easy task but 

to really find out the problems in data quality and understand the problems that can result 

from it is a complicated task.  

One of the important issues and damage caused due to poor quality data is, huge amount of 

capital – both in terms of technical and monitory - could be wasted apart from having 

additional workload on employees and processing the data [1]. These kinds of wastages lead 

poor throughput of the organisation. The DQ of the organization stored in the cloud which 

normally is owned and managed by a third party, from the utility point of views.  

This paper is organized as follows: Section II describes the reasons for poor DQ. Section III 

describes about dimensions of DQ. Section IV describes on the data quality in cloud 

computing environment. Section V describes the points related to Data Quality Assessment 

(DQA). Section VI mentions the open research issues in this domain and Section VII 

describes the role of Machine Learning (ML) in managing DQ. Conclusion is given in 

section VIII. 

II. REASONS FOR POOR DATA QUALITY 

The DQ is integral to its usability. . When data is not of good quality, it cannot be used for 

the intended purpose. Understanding the root causes of poor data quality is the first step in 

resolving and preventing the issue.  As per research studies [1, 2] there are five reasons why 

data quality deteriorates. 

• Human error: “People make mistakes, and when operators are hand-keying data, errors 

are expected, such as missing details, typos or putting the data in the wrong fields”. 

• Inconsistent data-entry standards: A company's data quality will undoubtedly deteriorate 

if there are no guidelines for how data should be entered or recorded. 

• Poor data integration: It’s be aware of that DQ vary seriously over all the systems they 

are drawing data from. It is noted that redundancy of data is an important provocation to 

face as these redundancies will skew any survey. 
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• Lack of authoritative data source: An authoritative data source must include just one 

version of the truth. "The reporting won't be accurate on the other end if there are issues 

with the organization's data but fixes aren't taking place at the source. For example, in 

the case of the state data issue mentioned above, if the reporting was fixed but no one 

went back to make sure the data was cleaned up at the source, the business would suffer.  

• Not keeping data up to date: “Data gets abandoned and forgotten”. We must ensure that 

it doesn't. Making sure there isn't any duplicate, erroneous, or out-of-date information in 

these places will help to alleviate this problem by keeping data and other relevant 

information up to date. 

Data is always changing. Hence, regular phases of data collection, transformation and 

updation are necessary. However, each of these stages in the data lifecycle presents 

opportunities for poor practice or errors to cause a degradation of the DQ [3]. Hence, the 

fight against bad data quality is never-ending. Nonetheless, by being aware of these probable 

causes and utilizing the appropriate technological assistance, one may believe to have a solid 

foundation for high-quality data. 

III. DIMENSIONS OF DATA QUALITY  

DQ has often been addressed with various aspects of the quality parameters of data. In this 

context, dimensions are commonly used to define and evaluate the quality of data. As 

anyone can guess, there is no single quality of data definition for DQ. Data quality is defined 

by Wang and Strong [3, 4] as data that are suitable for use by data consumers. A criteria of 

data quality set includes accuracy, completeness, consistency, and timeliness, are commonly 

referred to as DQ. The various dimensions on which data quality can be represented depend 

to some extent on one or more of these attributes. The effectiveness of the corresponding 

data applications might be severely impacted by poor (or low) data quality [3, 4]. 

The following six dimensions for DQ is given by the International Data Management 

Association (IDMA) provides a complete list of the data quality dimensions as represented 

in Figure 1. IDMA defines the six data quality dimensions [5] in the following way: 

 

Fig. 1. Data Quality Dimensions [9] 
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• Completeness: The amount of data stored against the total of “100% complete” data;  

• Uniqueness: Based upon the identification of the thing no data will be stored more than 

once. 

• Timeliness: How much amount of data is represented with respective to the required 

time. 

• Validity: If the entered data is according to syntax (format, type, range) then only it is 

valid  of its definition;  

• Accuracy: How well the data represents the real world data.  

• Consistency: The lack of variation between two or more representations of a thing 

against a definition.Yet another popular studies [5] and later standardized by ISO/IEC 

25012 [6] the following are the ones as group of dimensions: 

• Accessibility: The extent to which information may be accessible in a certain context of 

use, including appropriateness of depiction. 

• Accuracy: The extent by which properties of correctly represents the true value of the 

required thing. 

• Completeness: For all properties expected and instance of entity will be given to every 

entity. 

• Consistency: Representation of the data must be in constant manner so that everywhere 

the data will be same 

The above explanation show clearly how data quality is achieved and measured- understood for 

various applications where data are more important.  We observe that though there are little 

drifts in making and defining the dimensions majority of the dimensions are being used [8], the 

definitions found in ISO/IEC 25012 are also quite generic, and requires to be updated  

considering the context and application domains. 

IV. DATA QUALITY ISSUES IN CLOUD COMPUTING 

With the latest technology, cloud computing has been used by numerous companies 

worldwide. Using cloud computing in an organization yields several benefits while it also 

has some downsides [7]. One such challenge is that data quality. Data quality arises when 

data, as well as the data applications, move around in the cloud and in between cloud and 

on-premise due to requirements of application execution. Certain investigations as detailed 

below are the main causes for affecting data quality in Cloud Computing: 

• Movement of data - There is a risk in formatting issues or data loss when data are 

moved for a specific reason, whether within the cloud or even between the cloud and 

infrastructure. In addition, it might have a reliable timestamp and other minor problems 

that could potentially degrade the data's quality. 
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• Huge Quantity – Data stored in the cloud has the advantage of being quickly available. 

It is simple to store vast volumes of data and information on the cloud because it is also 

scalable. And because there is so much data, there is a chance that the quality would 

suffer or even be hampered by it, making it more difficult for the cloud service provider 

to uphold the standard of cloud computing. 

• Update automatically -Cloud services are on-demand and interactive processes [8, 9]. 

Due to this set of reasons, they are getting updated automatically by means of 

appropriate services. The cloud-based tools might not notify the auto-updates and 

associated issues, if any arise, to the customers of it. Therefore, whenever data is getting 

modified in the auto-update process it can create issues in DQ  

V. DATA QUALITY ASSESSMENT 

When evaluating whether data satisfies a company's quality standard, scientists and 

statisticians do a data quality assessment, or DQA. The standard could specify a particular 

amount, kind, or data format be used for a particular project or operation. It may also include 

a collection of rules and strategies used to gather, purify, and apply data. 

The goal of doing a DQA is to use company data to reveal process inefficiencies and 

problems. But erroneous defaults, mismatched structures, and empty data fields are often 

simple to spot. DQA seeks to identify the root causes of more complicated prob issues. 

A DQA focuses on using the criteria or dimensions for data quality and assessing the 

systems and methods for gathering data to ascertain if they are likely to deliver high quality 

data over time or not. In other words, it is likely that good quality data will be produced 

provided the requirements for data quality are met and the data collection approach is well 

thought out [9]. 

Record linkage and integrity constraints are just two examples of the many strategies that 

have been suggested to analyse and enhance the quality of data. Due to the complexity and 

diversity of these strategies, the academic and practitioner groups in data management have 

made an effort to develop methodologies that aid in the selection, personalization, and use of 

DQA and improvement techniques. A set of rules and methods known as a data quality 

methodology establishes a logical procedure for evaluating and enhancing the quality of data 

starting with input information characterizing a particular application context. We observe 

that all DQ approaches must include evaluation of DQ, which evaluates the caliber of data 

collections along pertinent quality dimensions. DQA typically consists of the following 

steps [10]: 

• Data analysis: This looks at data structures and conducts interviews to fully 

comprehend data and any underlying architectural and management principles.  

• Data quality requirements analysis: which solicits feedback from administrators and 

consumers of the data in order to pinpoint quality problems and establish new quality 

goals. 
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• Identification of critical areas: which chooses the most pertinent databases and data 

flows to be evaluated 

•  Process modelling: This gives a representation of the procedures used to create or 

update data. 

• Quality Measurement:  Based upon quantitative metrics measurements will be 

objective, by users and data administrators qualitative evaluation will be subjective 

VI. OPEN RESEARCH ISSUES IN DQ 

The advancement in DQ is still evolving in various application domains in the real world.  

Since we are in the world of cloud computing, the issues related to DQ are still more 

complex. One of the key problems in this situation is important to note: data quality 

characteristics are still connected to the usage environment. Research on the various aspects 

of data quality is still done in the context of well-structured data being kept in a cloud 

environment. Reviewing some of the data quality aspects revealed that completeness, 

consistency, accuracy, and timeliness of the data were very important in obtaining high DQ. 

In the context of big data and cloud computing technology, the measurement and assessment 

methods of these critical dimensions could be different and require more technology 

oriented solutions. In our research we aim to attempt to use machine learning approach to 

address one or two issues of DQ in cloud computing environment.  

VII. MACHINE LEARNING APPROACHES FOR DQ 

Automated processes for evaluating data quality, cleaning it up, and other related tasks have 

developed to the point where they now use Artificial Intelligence (AI)-based approaches like 

Machine Learning (ML) techniques, with the expectation of a vast array of improvements 

for the enhancement of organizational business processes. By utilizing distributed improved 

computations, ML methodologies hope to cut down on the time spent on managing data 

quality as well [11]. 

In contrast to conventional computer software, which is intended to perform in a certain 

precise manner, ML techniques learn from the data they are fed. In essence, ML picks up 

knowledge the same way people do—through mistakes and a variety of experiences 

A generic understanding on ML is depicted in figure-2. 

 

Figure -2 A generic machine learning model – approach [12] 
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Classifications and predictions are well trained by ML algorithms. Decision making in 

applications are based on key metrics of growth which was showed in the above figure-2. 

Following are the tasks related to DQ that could be benefited over the use of ML 

approaches: 

• Automating Data Capture - Much of the poor quality capturing related problems can be 

resolved    using ML as a solution model.  

• Using ML techniques, automated data entry and ingestion can raise the quality of the 

data. 

• Error reduction - When people enter or amend data, they run the risk of making 

mistakes. However, ML methods essentially eradicate these mistakes.  

• Detecting Data Errors - A data set's overall quality and usability can be impacted by 

even the tiniest inaccuracy. Data mistakes can sometimes be found using ML methods 

• Finding Duplicate Records – Machine learning is also good at finding duplicate data or 

records. When data is collected from many sources, duplicate data might be a problem. 

• Filling in Missing Data – In automation systems data cleaned by the programming rules 

explicitly, to filling the missing data gaps is impossible without intervention in adding 

data resources. ML can do assessments for data missing based upon knowing the current 

situation. 

• Validating Data – Validating the data in the system for accuracy by comparing it to 

existing data sources – this also can be automated with the use of ML  

• Supplementing Existing Data – DQ can be improved by adding original data in certain 

situations and later by knowing the original data sets based upon the expansion of 

additional data. ML can be used to detect the patterns and connections between the data 

points. 

• Accessing Relevance – ML approaches can also be used to recommend supplementary 

data that is pertinent to the original data set and to identify data within the original data 

set that is no longer valuable or relevant. By identifying the meaningless data points, we 

may efficiently clean the data. 

• Scaling DQ Operations can also be performed using ML as an automated mechanism in 

the context of cloud computing and big data.  

VIII. CONCLUSION 

In this review details related to reasons for poor data quality, critical data quality dimensions 

and data quality assessment methods have been successfully explained. As new technology 

become available, data in organization is no longer stored in the database. In this context, 

cloud computing environments are alternate large storage can be considered and the data 
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quality issues in this component has also been explained.  Later this review suggests future 

consideration for data quality research in organizations could be based on ML approaches.  
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